DAVID'S WINE BY THE GLASS

SPARKLING
PROSECCO

All wines under cork on our bottle list are available by the glass, please ask your waiter.
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crisp - floral - elegant

WHITE
PINOT GRIGIO 2015 VILLA MARTINA -

Fruilli

ITA

light - crisp - minerals
SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016 WILD ROCK -

Marlborough

NZ

youthful – fresh - zesty
VIOGNIER 2011 LA PLAYA 'EST BOTTLED' -

Colchagua Valley

CHI

smooth - luscious - apricots
CHENIN BLANC 2015 KLOOF STREET - Swartland

SA

dry - apples - honey

[Wine Enthusiast 88 points]

CHARDONNAY 2015 KUMEU RIVER 'VILLAGE' ripe - rounded - superb
ALBARINO 2015 ZARATE -

Rias Baixas

Auckland

NZ

[Wine Spectator Top New Zealand Vineyard]
ESP

romatic - powerful - peaches

[Robert Parker 92 points]

ROSÉ
GRENACHE, SYRAH 2015 CHATEAU DES FERRAGES - Cotes de Provence
soft - ripe strawberry - red berries

FRA

[Robert Parker 90 points]

RED
MERLOT 2014 VILLA MARTINA Alfier Rosso

- Vlla Martina ITA

appealing - softness - grace
MALBEC 2015 FINCA FLICHMAN 'TANGUERO'

-

Mendoza

ARG

juicy - luscious – spice
PINOT NOIR 2014 CRANE LAKE - Napa & Sanoma

USA

soft - velvety - cherries
TEMPRANILLO 2014 BARAHONDA CARRO - Yucla

ESP

elegant - mature - fruits
CABERNET

[Robert Parker 90 points]

2013 HUSSONET 'Haras de Pirque' - Maipo Valley CHI
long - ripe - rounded

MERLOT 2013 RONAN by CLINET - Bordeaux FRA
smooth - herbacious - structured
SANGIOVESÉ 2011 CASTELLO D'ALBOLA -

[Decanter Magazine Bronze Medal]

Tuscany

perfumed - juicy - balanced
SHIRAZ 2014 SALOMON ESTATE 'Norwood'
big - bold - brilliant

ITA

[Wine Spectator TOP 100 #47]
-

South Australia AUS
[James Halliday 92 points]

CHAMPAGNE

750ml

bottle

FRANCE
NV

TAITTINGER 'BRUT' -

Reims

[Wine Spectator 91 points]

3850

Light gold. Refined nose opening up to pear aromas with a delicate biscuit note and chalky undertones.
Full, generous attack, well-integrated, refined bubbles and a sensation of freshness on the finish boosting
length. A lovely dry Champagne.
NV

LAURENT PERRIER 'BRUT' -

Reims

[Wine Spectator 91 points]

6500

Elegant and finely knit, this vibrant Champagne is framed by racy acidity that enlivens the flavors of ripe
boysenberry, lemon zest, brioche and chopped hazelnut. Spice and chalk notes linger on the finish.
NV

BOLLINGER special Cuvee Brut

6999

Golden, a distinctive sign of the black grapes. Complex aromas. Ripe, spicy fruits. The bubble is very
delicate, like velvet. Aromas of pear, brioche and spices. Fresh Walnuts.

ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE
NV

LAURENT PERRIER 'BRUT CUVÉ -

Reims

[Wine Spectator 92 points]

8100

An elegant rosé, with flavors of dried cherry, oyster shell, candied ginger and orange peel riding the delicate
mousse. Shows fine integration of the sleek acidity and smoky minerality.

SPARKLING WHITE
ITALY
NV

FANTINEL 'Proscecco'

-

Venezia

At the dryer of the brut Prosecco spectrum, the balance works well. A delicate floral note gets this off to a
good start aromatically, and the soft, pleasantly fruity mid-palate draws focus from fresh acidity in the finish

1290

SAUVIGNON BLANC

750 ml

bottle

NEW ZEALAND
2016

SOHO Wine Co. Stella, Marlborough

[Wine Orbit 94 points]

1700

Notes of fresh herb, elderflower & river stone, bursting with juicy fruit salad flavours - melon
white peach, passionfruit & citrus peel. Lovely and generous in expression & texture.
2015

POUNMAU - Marlborough

[Robert Parker 90 points]

2000

From the former head winemaker at Cloudy Bay, Eveline Fraser, this wine has yeasty, toasty
notes over honey suckle, pineapple and golden delicious apple aromas. Medium-bodied with a
zesty, youthful and expressive palate and more of a silky texture than your average
Marlborough Savignon.
2014

CLOUDY BAY - Marlborough

[Wine Spectator 2014

top100 #21]

4000

This wine shows fresh aromas of white peach, pale lemon straw with green hue, fresh green
herbs and blackcurrant bush. A lovely rich fruit core of citrus and apple is balanced with fine
acidity for a soft yet pleasantly dry finish. Marlborough at it's most classic.

ITALY
2015

NALS MARGREID ALTO ADIGE

[James Suckling 92 points]

1900

Its fresh and fruity aromas include notes of citrus fruit, grapefruit, blooming elderflower. The
deep gravel of the Mantele growing area provides this our Sauvignon Mantele with spiciness
and body. Cool nights and hot days encoruage its aromatic and fresh structure.

FRANCE
2015

CLAUDE RIFFAULT Sancerre Chasseignes

[Vinous 93]

2200

This wine has elegant fruit aromas. On the palate, the limestone minerality provides good
length and a long lingering finish.
2014

DOMAINE JONATHAN DIDIER PABOIT - Pouilly Fumé Aubaine [Robert Parket 90 points]

2400

A lovely clear and dense bouquet with invitingly tropical fruit flavors. On the palate
this is a full-bodied, fruit-intense, minerally structured and elegant Sauvignon with a lot of
extract, a grippy finish and a remarkable powerful length.
2015

DOMAINE VACHERON -

Sancerre

[Wine Enthusiast 92 points]

2400

This classicaly dry Sauvignon Blanc showcases a complex nose releasing spicy, floral, fruity,
mineral and vegetal scents. You will be charmed with this medium-bodied wine revealing
a broad texture and a long finish.
2011

DIDIER DAGUENEAU -

Pouilly Fume

[Steven Tanzer 92 points]

4900

A texturally fascinating wine that rolls around the palate like a bundle of molten brightness.
Presents a vibrant off-gold color, and aromas reminiscent of apricot, heather and white
flowers. as well as hints of green grass and grapefruit. The apricot note on the palate is like
a pitch-perfect note that sustains and lingers.

USA
2015

DUCKHORN VINEYARDS -

Napa Valley

[Robert Parker 90 points]

This is a classic expression of Napa Valley Sauvignon Blanc with aromas of grapefruit, lemon
curd and nectarine as well as rich, underlying notes of vanilla and homemade marshmallow.
A smooth-textured entry gives way to tingling acidity that shows off the citrus elements
beautifully,while adding length to flavors of cantaloupe, Asian pear and Fuji apple.

2800

RIESLING
NEW ZEALAND
2014

750ml

WAIRAU RIVER - Marlborough

bottle
1850

Displaying notes of citrus, white flowers and ginger on the nose, this attractive off-dry
Riesling shows subtle weet flavours of lemon curd, mandarin and orange peel. Those
flavours are then balanced beautifully with a structured acid backbone and minerality.

AUSTRALIA
2012

GROSSET (SPRINGVALE) -

Clare Valley

[Wine Spectator 93 points]

2400

There are typically restrained aromatics, pure lime zest and lemon juice flavours with
savoury overtones, taut structure and lively zingy acidity with some flinty notes to finish.
2011

SMITH CULLUM -

Frankland River

[James Halliday 97 points]

3000

This fruit forward off-dry riesling is counterbalanced by the refreshing varietal acidity
resulting in an elegant wine that is fragrant, delicate yet achieving presence.

FRANCE
2014

DOMAINE ALBERT MANN CUVEE ALBERT

[James Suckling 90 points]

2500

A Wine with bright fruit plus pears, melons and apples. Full body, off dry and a fresh
finish. Drink now. Made form biodymanically grown grapes. Slightly sweet.
2014

DOMAINE ALBERT MANN GRAND CRU SCHLOSSBERG [James Suckling 93 points]

2990

Vivid, gold - tinged yellow. The aromatic nose combines mango, peach, white flowers,
lime. The wine is rich, spicy and broad in the mouth, but with nicely focused mineral and
tropical fruit floavors. It's especially impressive on the palate, where it lasts and lasts
with beautfully harmonious acidity. A wine of outstanding acid/sugar balance, not unlike
some great Mosel late-harvest Rieslings.

ITALY
2014

KUENHOF PETER PLIGER Eisacktaler Kaiton DOC

[Doctor Wine 95 points]

2200

The flavours are exotic fruits, white pepper and smoked. In the mouth the wine is
fruity-agile, delicate-soft but dynamic.

GERMANY
2014

ST. URBANSHOF (Urban Riesling) -

Mosel

[Wine Enthusiast 90 points]

1990

Blossomy perfume wafts throughout this squeaky fresh off-dry Riesling. Tart tangerine and
punchy yellow peach and mango flavors are vibrant and crisp, resonating long on the
finish. It's a straightforward yet balanced, fruity wine. Slightly sweet.

2015

LEITZ BERG SCHLOSSBERG "EHRENFELS" Grand Cru

[Robert Parker 95 points]

The BERG SCHLOSSBERG shows up with precise aromatics of ripe exotic fruits and the
typical intense flavour of this unique vineyard. The scent of orange zest, papaya, mango
and passion fruit is overshelming and you will find with the first sip a powerful harmony
of smell and taste. The minerality of BERG SCHOSSBERG is vibrant and elegant in the
same way. It performs absolutely pleasantly with the delicate acidity, which is wonderful
embeded.

4900

PINOT GRIS + GRIGIO + BIANCO

bottle

ITALY
2015

TERLAN Pinot Grigio

[James Suckling 92 points]

1900

An extremely elegant wine this Pinot Grigio with its multifaceted fruity bouquet, It combines
a youthful freshness with balanced acidity and a mild finish.
2014

NALS MARGREID PUNGGL - Alto Adige

[James Suckling 91 points]

1900

Fresh and fruity with sliced apple and melon aromas and flavors. Medium to full body, bright
acidity and a clean finish. Lively acidity. Drink now.

2015

GIRLAN 'PINOT BIANCO' Plattenrigl - Alto Adige

[Decanter Magazine 91 points]

1950

Pale straw with green flashes. Rich and concentrated, with white flower and apricot notes while
remaining smooth and medium-bodied with good fruit acidity.
2015

MORIZ Pinot Bianco DOC, Cantina Tramin, Alto Adige

[James Suckling 91 points]

1990

Pinot Bianco is part of the Burgundian Pinot family and is related to Pinot Grigio and the principal
grape of Pinot family, Pinot Noir. As a wine, Pinot Blanc feels fresh and rich yet dry.

It has a

greenish yellow to light yellow color and light scents of green apple. The wine also shows a
complex nutty flavor and hints of green leaves. It feels balanced between richness of texture and
bright acidity.
2013

VOBERG TERLANO Pinot Bianco

[Robert Parker 93 points]

2800

Made form Pinot Bianco and aged in wood, this wine is a great classic that brings together rare
elegance with a fine boldness. Its classic straw - yellow color is still bright and the bouquet still
youthful with evident notes of pear and white-pulp fruit, a bit of yellow flower, gooseberry and
lychees. The mouthfeel has an excellent consistency and progression, an enviable progression an
excellent and very persistent finish.

FRANCE
2014

MARC KREYDENWEISS LERCHENBERG ALSACE Pinot Gris

[Robert Parker 90 points]

2500

This white, dry, full-bodied wine has a mineral expression with tones of fruit and nuts. The long
finish winds up on a nutmeg note.

2012

DOMAINE ALBERT MANN Pinot Gris Grand Cru Hengst

[James Suckling 93 points]

2900

Bright, gold - tinged straw. Hints of honey and white flowers complement citrus and stone fruit
aromas. Lemon curd and ripe pear flavors are lifted by a gentle floral nuance .The floral and spice
notes resonate on the long, nicely focused finish. Less exotic and opulent than the 2013 but much
drier and fresher, this offiers plenty of early appeal. Aged in 10% new oak, a good choice as the
Hengst gives fairly big, tanic wines on its own.

SOAVE
2013

PIEROPAN Soave Classico Calvarino Doc 2013

[James Suckling 94 points]

Pale straw yellow with greenish reflections when young. Golden with aging and perfume. The aroma
is fresh and flowery with aroma of elderflower lemon and cherry. The palate is dry, well balanced
and elegant with tremendous length and finesse.

1900

CHARDONNAY

750ml

bottle

AUSTRALIA
2015

VASSE FELIX

-

Margaret River

[James Halliday 96 points]

1900

Excellent length and intensity; pear, white peach and grapefruit make light work of the oak.
Restrained like a lion on a leash and exceptional value from a leader in the region.
2012

FIRST DROP Mere Et Fils - Adelaide Hills

[James Halliday 94 points]

1900

Mid straw, Apples and Pears, Smoky Oak, Cashew, Cordite, Oeuf, Complex. Tarte aux
pommes with hints of almond, busicuit & marzipan on a tight, tetured palate.
2014

JOURNEY WINES -

Yarra Valley

[James Halliday 95 points]

1950

From three distinguished parts of the Yarra Valley, whole-bunch pressed this is a powerful
chardonnay with layers of white peach fruit interleaved with grapefruit. It carries this off with
panache.

FRANCE
2014

JEAN PAUL et Benoit Droin Chablis

[Tim Atkin 91 points]

1900

There is even nore typical Chablis character to the cool and restrained nose that is
compositionally similar but with even more citrus elements. Here too there is very good
volume to the textured and dense middle weight flavours that deliver plenty of minerality
and salinity on the ligering finish.

NEW ZEALAND
2014

KUMEU RIVER (HUNTING HILL) -

Auckland

[Robert Parker 94 points]

3600

Often referred to the best Chardonnay outside of Burgundy, and in fact beating them
outright for value for money. Wonderfully fragrant, with aromas of lemon and lime flowers
and a wonderful purity of fruit.

USA
2012

ANTICA by ANTINORI

-

Napa Valley

[Wine Advocate 92 points]

2400

This Chardonnay is laced with lemon peel, white flowers, spices and crushed rocks. In this
vintage, the estate’s Chardonnay is especially rich and powerful, largely because the irregular
flowering lowered yields by 50%. This is an unusual Chardonnay that is bright in its aromas
and flavours but fairly broad-shouldered in style.
2014

SHAFER Chardonnay

[Robert Parker 93 points]

4990

The 2015 vintage endowed this Chardonnay with a profusion of exotic, fresh aromas and
flavors – honeydew melon, pineapple, plantains, honey, crème brulee, and mandarin peel –
all made more enticing with bright acidity and a long, rich finish.
2013

PAHLMEYER -

Napa Valley

[Robert Parker 94 points]

Displaying beautiful honeysuckle, lemon and hints of nectarine and poached pear, and has a
Burgundian, Bâtard-Montrachet-like texture and richness. The wine is sensationally rich and
once again a great success from this winery, which has had such an incredible track record
for world-class Chardonnays

6400

PINOT NOIR

NEW ZEALAND
2014

750ml

MUD HOUSE, Central Otago

[Wine Spectator 2016 #83 ]

bottle
1990

Fleshy and appealing, with vibrant cherry and plum notes that have nutmeg and black tea
flavors lingering on the finish. Offers good intensity and a velvety texture. Drink now
through 2026.
2012

PEGUSUS BAY 'MAIN DIVIDE' -

Waipara

[Wine Spectator 2015 Top NZ Vineyard]

1990

The aromas and flavours suggest blackberries, raspberries and black cherries, supported by
a savoury underlay of grilled mushrooms and wood smoke. On the palate it is muscular
but refined with tangy hints of spice, dark chocolate and coffee that help draw out its
length.
2014

FELTON ROAD 'CORNISH POINT' -

Central Otago [James Suckling 95 points]

3990

Considdered one of the greatest NZ Pinot producers of all time. Dark cherries and stony
earthy notes too, some chalky aromas intertwined with toasty oak spice. On the palate
there's a plushness and depth that really makes for compelling drinking, the fruit builds
weight and presence in effortless, balanced style.
2014

BURN COTTAGE CENTRAL OTAGO

[Wine Decanter 96 points]

4400

Seductive, floral and gently perfumes with a core of light red fruits and sweet oak. Softly
spicy and organic. Complex, plush, soft, generous and enticing. Very fine tannins, exciting
wine, long finish. The New Felton Road.

FRANCE
2009

CAROLINE PARENT 'COTES DE NUITS' -

Burgundy

2200

Showing excellent depth this Pinot displays a dark crimson red purple colour with a dark
crimson red hue. The nose displays lifted dark cherry and dark raspberry aromas which are

AUSTRALIA

followed by a hint of stalk and some lightly toasted cedar.
2015

JOURNEY WINES-

Yarra Valley

[James Halliday 95 points]

2300

A rich ruby red colour, the nose is an attractive bouquet of red plums, cherries and
a subtle savoury spiciness. The palate shows delicious line and length - fresh tart cherries
are layered with forest floor earthiness. A soft and silky structure leads on to a long and
satisfying finish.
2014

WILLIAM DOWNIE -

Mornington Peninsular

[Wine Spectator 93 points]

4500

Bill Downie established his own label in 2003 after several years living and working in
Burgundy enabling him to develop his own style, making him one of the most sought after
producers of Victorian Pinot Noir. A dense and complex wine yet still bright, sunny and
quite approachable. It has lifted red fruits as well as pomegranate, earth and spice. Long
and finely structured.

USA
2013

KISTLER VINEYARD - Russian River Valley

[Robert Parker 96 points]

This wine shows fresh kirsch liqueur, lavender and forest floor notes and medium body in
a sexy, upfront style. There have been several noticeable changes in the Kistler wines over
the last few years, as they are certainly picking the Pinot Noir at an earlier date and
going for less extraction, more fragrance and delicacy. A superb expression of the area.

4900

MALBEC

ARGENTINA
2014

750ml

ERNESTO CATENA TIKAL 'PATRIOTA' - Mendoza

[Wine Spectator 2014 top100 #45]

bottle
2300

A rich red, packed with concentrated flavors of blackberry, dark plum and mocha, featuring
plenty of dark chocolate notes. Offers a ripe texture, with creamy accents and hints of savory
herb on the long finish.
2012

FINCA LA CELIA HERITAGE - Uco Valley

[Robert Parker 92 points]

2500

Lovely; intense, very soft mouthfeel, and balanced, not overt but with lovely purity of fruit
backed up with great structure, hints of bitter chocolate and oak. Lengthy and with a great
future.
2012

LUCA -

Uco Valley

[Wine Spectator 2014 top100 #19]

3900

Aromas of black fruit, cherry and dark berryfruit on the nose. Full-bodied wine with falvours of
spice, black berry, black cherry, pepper and a slight floral character. The finish is elegant and
lengthy. - Serious, dry, ripe malbec with a firm but fine-grained tannins.

AMARONE

ITALY
2013

MONTE DEL FRA

della Valpolicella Classico

-

Veneto

[Wine Enthusiast 94 points]

3900

A deep ruby red in colour, nose of cherries both fresh and under spirit. Mouthwatering and
silky in texture with supple tannins and aromatic herb accents emerging on the lasting finish.
Extremely elegant, well balanced and velvety.
2011

ZENATO 'della Valpolicella Riserva' - Veneto

[Robert Parker 93 points]

4400

Very high, perfumed red with flowers, clovers, cedar and lots of blackberry. Full-bodied, round
and lightly raisiny with a Christmas-cake and dark-chocolate undertone. Big and juicy, but firm
and racy. Gorgeous now, but built for ageing.

BAROLO
ITALY
2011

ELVIO COGNO - Borolo Cascina Nuova

[James Suckling 93 points]

3600

A Barolo with lots of walnut, dried fruit and light orange peel character. Full body, velvety
tannins and a long and flavorful finish. Need two or three years of bottle age to come together.

2008

ALFREDO PRUNOTTO -

Alba

[Robert Parker 95 points]

6900

Shows austere aromas of pressed fruit, tar and licorice. There’s no question that this wine has
been made with impeccable precision. With a little time in the glass, softer tones of spice
become more evident. It shows medium body with rock solid structure at the back.
2006

ALFREDO PRUNOTTO 'Bussia' -

Alba

[Robert Parker 94 points]

Shows superb richness and depth in a powerful, seductive style that captures the essence of
Bussia, one of Piedmont’s top sites. The rich, textured dark fruit flows through effortlessly to
the round, sensual finish. It’s great to see this historic house making wines of this level once
again.

7900

FRANCE

SHIRAZ / SYRAH
2014

M.CHAPOUTIER Cotes du Roussillon

750ml
[Wine Spectator 2016 top100 #51]

bottle
1290

This red is supple and fresh, showing a mix of dark berry, plum, herbal tea and peppery
floavours. Lightly grippy tannins frame the licorice- and mineral accented finish.
2015

ST. COSME COTES DU RHONE

[Wine Spectator 2016 top100 #43]

1490

Ripe, with vivid blueberry and boysenberry fruit, harnessed on the back end by a bold
graphite edge. Anise and violet notes add range. Drink now through 2019.

SOUTH AFRICA
2012

MULLINEUX

[Decanter Top Rated Syrah 2016 #95 points]

2500

This perfume Syrah has notes of spicy citrus rind, refined black fruit, violets and lillies.
The palate is elegant and restrained with a silky texture balanced by a fresh, natural
acidity. The finish is long with supple tannins

AUSTRALIA
2014

HEWITSON 'NED AND HENRY'S' - Barossa Valley

[James Halliday 95]

2200

Deep, bright red/purple hue and a red cherry, almost cassis-like aroma, emphasising richly
ripe fruit. There's an almost sugar-sweetness to the flavour and the palate is a trifle
confectionery-like. There are some Rhone-ish spices allied with ripe sweet fruit characters.
A medium-bodied, soft and very accessible young shiraz.
2013

COLLECTOR (RESERVE)

Canberra District

[James Suckling 96 points]

2990

This has a whole lot of wow factor with very exuberant, complex and fragrant perfume and
spices on the nose. The palate has a swathe of fine tannin, really crunchy and energetic,
concentrated yet fine. Dark chocolate, raspberry cream and swirling spice play out through
the finish.
2013

KAESLER 'OLD VIVES' - Barossa Valley

[Robert Parker 94 points]

2990

Good fragrances of cinnamon and nougat, along with a more reticent, redder streak of
fruit. The palate has a very smooth, supple and juicy thread. There are smooth and
centered redder fruits, while the acidity leads brightly polished tannins long and balanced.
Plenty of time ahead. This is upbeat and deep.
2014

MOLLYDOOKER 'Carnival of Love' -McLaren Vale [Wine Spectator 2014 top100 #2]

5220

Bold, expressive, velvety and generous, with ripe cherry and plum flavors at the core.
Complex details of vanilla bean, licorice, Earl Grey tea and gingerbread explode on the

ITALY

long finish.
2010

MONTEVERRO 'TINATA' -

Tuscany

[Robert Parker 94 points]

5990

A blend of Syrah (70%) and Grenache, the 2010 Tinata opens to savory tones, white
pepper and dark fruit or prune. This is a lovely wine with enormous richness and intensity
that runs straight through. That generous opulence is supported by soft tannin and a rich,
velvety mouthfeel.

USA

2012

SHAFER 'RELENTLES' -

Napa Valley

[Wine Spectator 94 points]

Aromatic nose with spices and dried flowers with an elegant palate profile - this lighter
vintage shows the Syrah character very well. A blend of Syrah and Petite Sirah with vines
that are nearly 20 years old. It spends 30 months in new French oak barrels.

7500

MERLOT
CHILE

750ml

SANTA EMA RESERVE, Maipo Valley

[Wine Spectator 90 points]

bottle
1600

A very fruity wine accompanied by intense notes of caramel, chocolate, and vanilla. It has soft,
ripe tannins that lend good structure. Possibly the best merlot from Chile.

FRANCE
2012

CHATEAU TAUZINAT L'HERMITAGE GRAND CRU- St. Emilion

[James Suckling 90 points]

1950

Beautiful dense colour, vibrant red tints. Very endearing nose of ripe fruits and spice. Harmonious,
robust palate yet showing restraint. Oak is still evident but fruit expression is already present.
Hint of roasted coffee on the finish. A pretty wine.
2010

CHATEAU FRANCE MAILLET POMEROL

[James Suckling 91 points]

3500

Deep ruby coloured, the nose is quite rich and intense, with dark red berries and spice. The palate
is medium to full bodied, with deep raspberry, plum and black cherry flavours, backed by some
spice and smoke flavours. The tannins are ripe and fine.

ITALY
2011

LA RONCAIA DOC COLLI ORIENTALI DEL FRIULI

[James Suckling 92 points]

Ruby red. The characteristic nose is elegant and clean with lots of red berries. The palate has

2500
a

balanced structure and is appropriately tannic and fruity.
2005

MARCHESI DI GRESY, Merlot da solo Monferrato Rosso DOC

[Wine Spectator 92 points]

2750

Deep ruby red with violet hues, generous, with red fruit cherry and plum notes combined with some
sweet spice character soft and full in the mouth demonstrating good structure and fine tannins
2012

MEROI Ros di Buri DOC

[Robert Paker 91 points]

3200

The wine has an intense ruby red color. The taste of wine a deep, rich, enveloping, it feels soft
fruit tones on a background of light balsamic and spicy shades, pleasant freshness and velvety
tannins.

The finish is long, expressive. The complex bouquet of the wine shows elegant blend of

aromas of dark red fruit, blackberry, cherry, complemented by hints of spicy vanilla, roasted coffee
beans, tobacco and fresh mint.

USA
2014

SHAFER MERLOT

[Robert Parker 92 points]

4990

Shafer also makes one of the better Merlots. The 2014 Merlot includes 8% Cabernet Sauvignon
and is a beauty. Mocha and chocolaty notes intermixed with red cherry, plum and blacker fruits
jump from the glass of this perfumed and fragrant style of Merlot. It is medium to full-bodied,
exceptionally pure and rich and should drink beautifully over the next 10-12 years of life.
2013

PAHLMEYER, NAPA VALLEY

[Wine Spectator 93 points]

6750

Indigo at the core this gorgeous Merlot leads with aromas of candied violet, red plum and ripe fig.
A beautiful freshness accompanies mouthwatering flavors of dark red cherry and raspberry, layers
of deep blue fruits and sophisticated notes of savory grilled herbs. Ultra-plush and velvety with rick
dark chocolate, espresso and earthy riverstone emerging throughout the luxurious finish.

BEAUJOLAIS
FRANCE

2013

JEAN PAUL BRUN

'L'ANCIEN' - Beaujolais

[Wine Enthusiast 90 points]

Ruby-red. Expressive nose combining ripe red fruits, a mineral note and subtle pepper. Fleshy, fruitdriven attack, lovely fullness. Mineral and spice aromatics are expressed and linger on and on.
A nicely-crafted Beaujolais.

1990

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

750ml

bottle

CHILE
2014

MONTES 'Classic Series' - Colchagua Valley

[Wine Spectator 2016

top100 #42]

1290

There's minerally freshness to the ripe dark plum, blackberry and cherry flavors, with
peppery hints. Well-structured and crisp midpalate, featuring Asian spice and black fig
notes on the finish.

ARGENTINA
2014

ALTA VISTA 'Classic Reserva' - Mendoza

[Robert Parker Top 5 Wineries]

1390

Sweet aromas of black ripe fruits with hints of vanilla and chocolate. The mouth feel is
sweet with structured, persistent tannins leading into an excellent long finish.

FRANCE
2010

CHATEAU LA ROSE DU TEMPLE -

Pomerol

3200

This wine jumps out of the glass with a fervre reminiscent of the great Bordeaux houses
at a fraction of the cost. Deep in color, with a truffle, black cherry, plum, licorice and
earthy nose to get things started. This lush, rich, concentrated, velvet textured has volume,
length and density. Wow!
2008

LA DAME DE MALESCOT -

Margaux

4990

The beauty in the fruit here is so impressive. Full body, super fine tannins. It’s very racy
and incredibly long. Sexy and rich finish.
2011

CHÂTEAU LYNCH BAGES (ECHO) - Paulliac

[James Suckling 92 points]

6400

This displays a solid core of cassis, raspberry and blackberry coulis notes, framed by
rather polished structure and lined with lightly toasted apple wood and anise notes. Offers
good definition, with a violet note chiming in on the finish. This sleek, elegant Pauillacthat
relies more on purity than muscle.

ITALY
2011

PETROLO CAMPOLUSSO TOSCANA ROSSO IGT

[James Suckling 98 points]

7400

Faboulous purity and fineness but a dense center palate with amazing silky tannins. It
reminds me of a top Diamond Creek from Napa with its mountain cab style and hot-stone
and iodine undertones. It's full-bodied with mindblowing integrity and polish. A wonderful
expresion of cabernet in central Tuscany. Only 600 bottles made.

USA
2010

ANTICA by ANTINORI

-

Napa Valley

[Robert Parker 93 points]

4990

This Cabernet bursts from the glass with juicy plums, black cherries, mocha, spices and
French oak, all of which come to life on a big, powerful frame. There is nothing subtle in
this rich, intense Cabernet Sauvignon. A huge, juicy finish backed up by serious tannins
and sweet floral notes rounds things out in style.
2016

LEWIS CABERNET SAUVIGNON NAPA VALLEY

[Wine Spectator 2016 #1]

Remarkable elegant and refined for a wine of this size and depth, with tiers of plum,
blackberry amd currant flavors, as well as subtle touches of black licorice that remain pure
and graceful on the long, lingering aftertaste. Drink now through 2028. 1,600 cases made

7500

SANGIOVESE

ITALY
2010

FATTORIA DI FELSINA CHIANTI CLASSICO BERARDENGA

750ml

[Wine Spectator 2016 top 100 #40]

bottle

2100

Rich and sumptuous, boasting pure flavors of cherry and raspberry, matched to a juicy texture. There
are plenty of tannins neatly folded into the overall structure, with hints of mineral and tea on the
long, expansive finish. Best from 2017 through 2024
2012

VIGENTI DEL VULTURE 'PIANO DEL CERRO

[Wine Spectator 2016 top 100 #86]

2990

Intense ruby red colour is the prelude to a full bouquet of ripe cherry and berries well blended with
spicy notes that give class and complexity. Full bodied, well balanced and vibrant on the palate, well
rounded tannins and depth.
2013

TENUTA SETTE PONTI 'CROGNOLO' -

Tuscany

[James Suckling 95 points]

3000

A dense and tarry red that glides on the silky palate, with mouthwatering acidity framing flavors of
blueberry puree, chocolate-covered cherry, vanilla, dried thyme and oak spice. An expressive version in
a modern style, yet refined and harmonious overall, with the grippy finish echoing the ripe fruit and
tarry mineral character.
2011

CASANOVA DI NERI 'TENUTA NUOVA' -

Tuscany

[Robert Parker 95 points]

5500

This is very muscular for the vintage. It shows lots of dark fruits and hints of tar. Full body, firm
tannins. Ripe and rich, but shows tension and intensity. This is racy and structured. Tannic now but
will show its greatness in 2018. As it should be from one of the masters, but the new hand of his
son Giovanni Neri is showing through with a touch more finesse.
2011

FONTODI 'FLACCIANELLO' - Tuscany

[Wine Spectator 2015 top100 #14]

5500

A fresh and clean wine with mineral, blackberry, blueberry and lavender character. Full body, fine and
chewy tannins and a tangy finish. Refined and beautiful, organically grown grapes.
2013

ANTINORI 'TIGNANELLO' - Tuscany

[Wine Spectator 2016 top100 #8]

7900

Aromas of graphite and smoke introduce the cherry flavor in this expressive, focused red. Firm
tannins and lively acidity balance the fruit and purity, while herbal, spice and mineral elements all
gather steam as this plays out on the long finish. Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet
Franc.

GRENACHE
SPAIN
2013

ATLAN & ARTISAN 'EPISTEM No 3' -

Yecla

[Robert Parker 92 points]

2300

A blend of Monastrell, Syrah and Garnacha Tintorera from a much cooler year which had an élevage
in used barrels until it was bottled at the end of 2014. It's quite perfumed, with aromas of violets
and roses mixed with hints of tar, spices and notions of freshness. The palate is medium-bodied,
quite balanced, with abundant roasted flavors.
2014

BARSAO 'TRES PICOS' -

Campo de Borja

[Wine Spectator 2016 top100 #39]

2300

A plush texture masks the firm structure of this red, as blackberry and boysenberry flavors mingle
with notes of toast, menthol and mineral, backed by well-integrated tannins and juicy acidity.
A modern style, with balance and depth

ITALY
2010

LE GARNAIE Brunello di Montalcino DOCG

[James Suckling 98 points]

A super-classic profile of sweet red cherries, smoke, tobacco, cedar and wild herbs lift from the glass
in a perfumed, silky Brunello that captures the essence of Sangiovese in this cool, late-ripening
vintage. The 2010 is delocious today , but it can also be cellared for another 15-20 years

3990

PREMIUM WINE

750ml

bottle

SHIRAZ
2014

MollyDooker Carnival of Love, Australia

Wine spectator Best wines of 2014 Number 2

5220

Bold, expressive, velvety and generous, with ripe cherry and plum flavors at the core. Complex details of
vanilla bean, licorice, Earl Grey tea and gingerbread explode on the long finish.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2016

LEWIS Cabernet, NAPA Valley, USA

Wine Specator Best Wine of 2016 Number 1

7500

Remarkable elegant and refined for a wine of this size and depth, with tiers of plum, blackberry amd
currant flavors, as well as subtle touches of black licorice that remain pure and graceful on the long,
lingering aftertaste. Drink now through 2028. 1,600 cases made

SYRAH
2012

Wine spectator Best wines of 2012 Number 1

Shafer Relentless, Napa Valley, USA

7500

Aromatic nose with spices and dried flowers with an elegant palate profile - this lighter vintage shows the
Syrah character very well. A blend of Syrah and Petite Sirah with vines that are nearly 20 years old. It
spends 30 months in new French oak barrels.

SANGIOVESE
2012

ANTINORI Tiangnello, Tuscany Italy

Wine Spectator Best wines of 2016 Number 8

7900

Aromas of graphite and smoke introduce the cherry flavor in this expressive, focused red. Firm tannins and
lively acidity balance the fruit and purity, while herbal, spice and mineral elements all gather steam as this
plays out on the long finish. Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc.
2010

BRUNELLO Di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova, Toscana Italy

Robert Parker 100 points

11,500

The 2010 Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova is a protagonist of the vintage. The fruit is deep
and dark with rich levels of extract, intensity and flavor. It goes far beyond your standard cherry
and blackberry . Nothing is obvious or monochromatic about this wine. Everything is nuanced
and ethereal. If there is one thing Giacomo Neri has mastered, it is harvesting at optimal
ripeness.
2010

BRUNELLO Di Montalcino Cerretalto, Toscana Italy
BIWA 2015 top50 Italian wines placed 1st, James Suckling 100 points

19,400

This is very tannic and powerful with loads of currants, spices and hints of wood. So much
stone and mineral character to this. Violets, too. Full-bodied, tight and structured. Massively dense yet agile
and bright. It goes on for minutes.

CHARDONNAY
2013

PAHLMEYER -

Napa Valley

Robert Parker 94 points

6400

Displaying beautiful honeysuckle, lemon and hints of nectarine and poached pear, and has a Burgundian,
Bâtard-Montrachet-like texture and richness. The wine is sensationally rich and once again a great success
from this winery, which has had such an incredible track record for world-class Chardonnays
2013

KONGSGAARD Chardonnay Napa Valley

Wine spectator best wines of 2013 Number 5

A tour de force that stretches the range of flavors, rich and laden with roasted, smoky marshmallow,
showing tiers of marmalade, tangerine, roasted fig and fig tapenade, sailing along seamlessly through the
finish. Drink now through 2019

7990

